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Details of Visit:

Author: 1517Linburyboy
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Wed 3 Dec 2014 12:30
Duration of Visit: 1 Hours
Amount Paid: 150
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Perfect London Escorts
Website: http://perfectlondonescorts.com/
Phone: 07771644254

The Premises:

Easy to find flat about 5 minutes walk from Bayswater Tube. Safe district, no prying eyes or
'reception' to get past... Note she's on the top floor, no lifts, so that's several flights of stairs.
Jasmine's flat is quite small, but clean and perfectly suitable for this sort of thing. Nice comfy bed.
Bathroom was clean and the shower worked well.

The Lady:

Jasmine's photos are clearly very recent. She looks exactly like the pictures. Unlike many escort
photos, there's no photoshop here.... she doesn't need it! Quite tall, slim, well proportioned body,
small boobs, long dark hair, olive skin - just lovely. A very pretty girl indeed. You won't be
disappointed as what you see in the photos is exactly how she is!  

The Story:

I was met at the door by Jasmine in fabulous lingerie, the stockings I'd requested and killer heels. I
was turned on immediately. This was obviously going to be good. I was offered a shower and a
towel, after completing the paperwork it was on with the show. I like to take a little time on the
unwrapping/kissing/caressing stage. Jasmine did not disappoint. She kisses very nicely (I had been
a bit concerned as a couple of recent escort experiences had involved NO kissing and had been a
complete waste as a result - no worries here - EXACTLY what I was looking for). On to the bed for
lots of oral both ways, the OWO mentioned on her services list was offered and delivered without
me having to ask - very good, too! Jasmine had certainly helped me build up a head of steam by
now, so on with the condom and into some doggie. She was SO good! I lasted as long as I could
and the orgasm was very intense.... Time for a bit of a rest... Now, I do like to have a bit of a chat
between rounds. That wasn't too easy as Jasmine's English isn't great and my Serbo-Croat is
extremely rusty (okay, I admit - it's completely non-existent)so conversation was a bit limited. Don't
worry that you won't be understood.... her vocabulary covers all the services you'll need, but you
won't get to talk about very much else. While we were 'resting' she stayed close caressing
throughout - a real plus - however at one point she did reach for her phone to check messages. Call
me old fashioned, but that irritates - phones should be ignored or silent during a session in my view.
After a rest, round two, more OWO followed by an energetic cowgirl and finishing with mish. I was
completely spent. At 57 years old I don't often book girls as young as this as previous experience
suggests that the younger escorts aren't keen on older men as clients. No problems here. I was in
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the presence of a girl who made sure I enjoyed the experience. Very professional throughout and
very enjoyable. There was no clock watching, no sense of being hurried along. I left a little early, but
that was my choice as I'd definitely 'finished'. I would certainly have no hesitation in going to see her
again. I doubt anyone would be disappointed with this girl.

Finally, a word about the agency. If you're a seasoned punter, you'll have had poor experiences
from time to time with agencies who never answer questions, or don't tell the truth. I use Perfect
London a lot. I find them to have very good standards of customer service. When I ask a question I
get an answer that I trust! There's a novelty! Current receptionist Kimberely deserves special
mention for taking a lot of trouble to get my questions answered. Well done Perfect London, I'll be
back!  
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